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Cape Chatter
Have the ‘bluey’s’ backed out over the Bass???
Further to the last issue of Chatter, it has been about 12 days since I last observed the Blue-winged Parrots at The Cape. That sighting was a flock of 10 birds feeding in the west of the estate on Sticky
Mouse-Ear Chickweed which appeared to be their favourite tucker. Their departure, following 14 days or
so of intense foraging, coincided with some good weather and northerly winds … so we are thinking
these particular birds were Tasmanian Blue-winged Parrots returning back to the ‘apple isle’ for their
breeding season and were spending their time around here building up energy and waiting for some
favourable weather to assist their flight back. It is known the Tassie birds migrate to the mainland
over the cooler months like their close cousin, the endangered Orange-bellied Parrot. But this is all hypothetical - based on their behaviour and observations over the past few years and the fact that small
numbers of BWP are still being seen inland from the coast. Sad to see them go as they are stunning
little parrots. Until next year hopefully!

Above: The last photos of the stunning Blue-winged Parrots taken on 23 September 2022 in the Stage 5 area.
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The ‘Roadrunner Rail’ and the Cat!!
Good to see the Buff-banded Rail are still about. We are still seeing these birds in our home garden regularly and occasionally a pair
together, confirmed by resident Helen T as well. I put out a remote camera in the garden to see if I could obtain some images of
them in the dark. Bingo - got a couple of snaps. But if the dreaded Red Fox is not enough of a problem in the area, we are seeing feral
/wandering cats around the estate as well despite The Cape having a NO CAT policy. It is a wonder we have these great little waterfowl still with us! These birds are great at hiding in thick vegetation and are extremely wary and secretive in their dusk-dawn foraging
habits. Once seen, they hide or move quickly to cover before slowly re-emerging—they are very cautious!

Above: The remote camera captures a Buff-banded Rail in our garden and a cat wandering through in the exact same spot.

I find Buff-banded Rail quite difficult to photograph as they usually
appear when the light is dull and when crossing open ground, they
scoot very quickly. Hence, blurred images. Getting clear images is a
challenge. Above, you can just make out the pair a couple of evenings ago foraging among the road side swale, and on the left, out
in the open on Moonshadow Avenue and in our driveway.
Right: A blur in
motion as this Rail
races across
Moonshadow
Ave, mid-stride,
both feet off the
ground and tail
lifted vertically.

Enlarge the photo and see if you can find 18 BWP!
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Little Corellas—big flock ...
A very large flock of 250-300 Little Corella has been maintaining a raucous presence around The Cape over the past few weeks.
These birds are ground feeders and are really hooking into the grasses and weeds in the open habitat around the estate. They have
been particularly fond of the onion grass weed with vast amounts of extracted stems and bulbs scattered around at the moment. Their
antics are hilarious and they are a pleasure to watch as they go about their daily activities of feeding, preening, playing and fighting
among each other.

The estate takes on an eery silence when these guys are
not around and the place is not the same without their
presence. We should have them around for a couple
more months feeding on the open space grasses/weeds.
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A birds-eye view of The Cape habitat zones ...
Huge thanks to The Cape developer for arranging and providing Cape Chatter with this recent and marvellous aerial shot of The
Cape. This photo represents the ecological areas of observation from which Chatter bases its records and observations. You can see
the great redevelopments being undertaken with the re-constructed wetlands and creeks, and the maintenance of important remnant
vegetation buffer zones between the housing estate and the Yallock-Bulluk Marine and Coastal Park. The Cape Chatter website provides an ecological description of each of the key landform areas which I will be updating with the latest photos if you are interested.

Yallock-Bulluk Marine and Coastal Park

The areas within The Cape adjoining the Yallock-Bulluk
Marine and Coastal Park are important wildlife and flora habitat buffer zones providing food, shelter, resting and breeding areas
for our many native animals and contain habitat restoration areas,
such as Project Koala. Some of the species found in these areas are
endangered or threatened with extinction. It is best to refrain from
entering these areas where signposted unless you are on an authorised activity or involved in a community/citizen science project.

N
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Latham’s Snipe are back around The Cape ...
The amazing migratory and threatened Latham’s Snipe which have flown all the way from their breeding grounds in northern
Japan/Siberia have started arriving at The Cape to avoid the winter in the north and recharge their bodies. Last Saturday, a small
team of residents trudged around the many likely Snipe areas of The Cape conducting a survey of their numbers as part of the
Latham’s Snipe Project under the auspices of the Australian Waders Group. We are now starting to build a picture of their presence
at The Cape, the areas they prefer to roost and their favoured ecological landscapes.
The survey team managed to flush out two (2) Snipe
from the natural wetland area in the south east of the
estate near the 2nd Surf exit track.
This is a good result for this time of year as normally
we find the birds are more prevalent during the December-January period. The two birds were roosting
on dry tussock grasses above the waterline in the wetland. This is a popular spot for them throughout the
summer season and generally we find good numbers
here early in the season and later in the ‘Bog’ near the
central wetland.
Big thanks to the survey team: Gabi, Helen, Jeannie,
Robyn W, Joe S and ’moi’ - it is a fun activity contributing important observations to scientific research.
The next survey is in November.
Above: Latham’s Snipe flys past an Australasian Swamphen in the ‘Bog’
near the central wetland complex.

The beginning of some Spotted Marsh Frogs ...
While coming to the end of our Snipe
survey, one of our very observant frog
lovers (while not looking out for Snipe
haha!!) came across this interesting
bubble/foam formation on an old
farm dam in the south west sector
which is being reconstructed into shallow wetland habitat.
Thanks to resident Robyn W for doing the research and identifying the
egg mass as the work of a female Spotted Marsh Frog.
There are between 80-1500 pigmented
eggs contained within a floating foam
mass measuring between 50-80 mm in
diameter and is close to the waters
edge amongst vegetation.
Above: Several egg foam masses were ‘spotted’ on the water next to emerging vegetation. Spotted Marsh Frog pretty much breed and call all year except for the cooler months
of June and July. The tadpoles hatch after a week and it takes a further 3-12 months to
reach metamorphosis. Robyn is a keen participants in frog surveys in Melbourne’s south
east and we look forward to her helping us find new species here at The Cape. Frogs
are a sign of a very healthy environment, so let’s keep it that way.

The Spotted Marsh Frog is one of 8
frog species so far identified at The
Cape. As residents and visitors will
attest too, The Cape is a great place
for frogs with the many home gardens, wetlands and creek structures
providing ideal habitat. When on
song, the calls are deafening!
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Other feathered activity …bird species count now 121
Another first for our bird species count, with a Dusky Woodswallow (pictured
left), seen last week bringing our species count to 121. These are birds of dry,
open eucalyptus forests and woodlands, so not quite sure why it was visiting
this area. They are southern migrants to south east Australia, including Tasmania, so who knows, maybe another fleeting visit by a bird passing through!

Resident Joe Spano has recorded the Shining
Bronze Cuckoo with this lovely picture he
took in the south east sector on the walking
track to the 2nd Surf exit—a great place to
watch and listen for bids. This birds distinctive high pitched whistling call can be heard
frequently from the coastal bush at the moment.

Hooded Plover update ...

The first Hooded Plover nesting attempt at Undertow Bay has failed from egg
predation. Human, fox and passerine footprints were found around the
nest and within the rope enclosure—the attempt lasted only around 10 days.
The pair, Hoodie ‘YW’ and partner look like they are starting another nest at
the Pea Creek estuary. Further afield, there is some nest scrape activity within the dune blowout at 2nd Surf and a couple of pairs are hanging about
further west along 2nd Surf and west of Wilson Rd in known nesting sites.

Above and right: The nest before it failed and
right, one of the adults in front of the nest,
marked. These photos were taken using a long
telephoto lens and following Birdlife Australian
guidelines for photographing beach nesting
birds. I am also a trained Birdlife Australia
monitor for Beach-nesting Birds.

The areas mentioned above are designated on-lead dog areas and in some
areas, no dogs are allowed at all. Off-leash dogs are one of the major factors
affecting beach-nesting bird breeding success. Beach walkers can also help by
staying at the waters edge and avoiding areas which are roped off around
nesting sites and observing the signage. We may then have some breeding
success!

More bird action ...

The Eastern Rosella are trying hard to establish nests in the nesting boxings installed in some of the tree stags along the central creek. The most
southern box looks like it has been abandoned after some promising
early signs, and there also has been activity at the most northern box just
down from the top dam. Resident Lorraine is keeping an eye out on that
one as she lives close by. Introduced birds such as Common Starling and
the Common Myna appear to be the biggest threats to the rosellas successfully breeding in these boxes.

There are numerous reports of Magpies protecting their nests around the
area. Within The Cape, Darcy (around the central wetland and mini
oval) and another (on Seaward Drive near Moonshadow) are the most
prominent locals.
Darcy and the Mrs appear to have two nestlings in a nest near the ‘Lone
Pine’ which I have observed with binoculars as I am staying out of his
established territory. He comes into our garden daily to keep me honest.
I got this latest photo (left) after swooping me and as you can see, he is
starting to look a little bedraggled. There is a lot of energy involved in
protecting the territory and also foraging for food to take back to the
nestlings until they can fledge. Both he and the partner are very busy
gathering food for the nestlings.
Warning signs are in place—best stay away for the birds sake and your
safety. Hopefully, he will calm down soon!!
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The Cape Chatter blog is a periodic newsletter produced
by resident of The Cape, David Hartney. You can subscribe to receive it automatically by email by visiting
https://capechatter.com and signing up. The website also
contains all sorts of nature information and pictures of the
ecology, flora and fauna at The Cape.
All photos shown in Cape Chatter are taken by David
Hartney unless otherwise credited.
Feel free to contact David by email or through the website
to report any nature observations at The Cape.

Email: dwhartney@bigpond.com
The Cape is on the traditional land of the
Bunurong people
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